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Abstract. This paper describes the design and experimental test of a passive

magnetic bearing system composed by a Superconductor Magnetic Bearing (SMB) and

a Permanent Magnet Bearing (PMB). This bearing setup is part of a flywheel energy

storage system. The advantage of using a passive bearing system is that it offers low

friction without the need of a magnetic bearing controller, increasing the reliability

and decreasing the energy consumption. The first set of tests were quasi-static radial

and axial force measurements of the PMB operating alone and together with the SMB.

As the PMB is intrinsically unstable in one degree of freedom, the operation of the

SMB together with the PMB is necessary to stabilize the system. After that, dynamic

measurements were made for the SMB operating alone and together with the PMB.

The resonant speeds were identified and the bearing radial and axial forces were also

measured for the SMB and SMB + PMB operation. These results indicate that the

studied bearing set is technologically feasible to be used in flywheel energy storage

systems.
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1. Introduction

The generation, transmission and distribution of electrical energy changed the

industrial sector in the last century. Nevertheless, electrical energy storage is still a

challenge. There are several options, such as: batteries [1], fuel cells [2], supercapacitor

[3], SMES (Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage) [4], FESS (Flywheel Enegy

Storage System) [5], thermal energy [6], compressed air [7], pumped hydro [8], etc. The

literature presents several papers comparing the different energy storage technologies

[9, 10, 11], each one having its specific application niche. Energy storage systems are
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classified according to their energy capacity, power rate, lifetime, availability factor, etc.

There is no dominant technology in the specic case of small and medium applications,

in the range of few square meters and less of one tonne. The focus of this paper is set

in this area.

Figure 1 presents a qualitative diagram of Power Density × Energy Density of some

light and small volume technologies for energy storage. It can be noted that the FESS

energy density level in the same magnitude of the batteries, but with higher power

density and therefore it has a great potential for different applications. FESS have been

studied for decades [12], but they became popular when the technology was introduced

into the Formula 1 cars during 2009 [13].
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Figure 1. Energy vs. power densities for several technologies of energy storage.

FESS are an environmentally friendly storage solution since no hazardous materials

are used in their construction, resulting in a small environmental impact. Flywheels can

be applied to several niches, such as: electric grid frequency regulation [14] and load

leveling for integration of renewable energy sources, as solar and wind power [15]. The

mechanical energy of its rotation is given by:

E =
Iω2

2
, (1)

where I is the flywheel moment of inertia and ω is its rotational speed. There are two

types of flywheels: heavy with low rotational speed FESS and light with high rotational

speed FESS. Light and high speed FESS present higher power and energy densities and

they are the focus of our research.

The operation at high speed increases energy density but also the friction losses in

the bearings. Being so, it is necessary to find an alternative to replace the traditional

rolling bearings, which can be done by the use of magnetic bearings. Magnetic bearings
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can be classified into two major types: active magnetic bearing and passive magnetic

bearing. In the literature it is possible to find flywheels assembled with: mechanical

bearings [16], hybrid ceramic/magnetic bearings [17], active magnetic bearings [18],

and with Superconducting Magnetic Bearings (SMB)[5, 19, 20]. The active technology

requires accurate control of the current through the windings of electromagnets and

has already some industrial suppliers. An alternative passive magnet bearing set is

composed by a SMB and a Permanent Magnet Bearing (PMB). The SMBs present

different properties than rolling bearings and active bearings. They have lower force

density and require broader air gaps. SMBs present limitations concerning the weight

of the flywheel and the air gap required to motor/generator. The main advantage of

the PMB and SMB bearing set in relation with the active bearings is the low level of

energy consumption and reliability.

Since a completely passive PMB is not stable (as well known by Earnshaw

Theorem), and a bearing system using only SMB would be more expensive to build

and operate, the hybrid PMB-SMB configuration presents a good benefit cost relation.

In other words, the use of SMB allows the vertical stabilization of the PMB for the

bearing operation, while the SMB reduces the number of superconductors used into the

bearing and the power necessary to cooling the HTS material.

Flywheels with PMB and SMB bearings operating together were studied previously

by the group [14]. Prototypes of flywheels with PMB and SMB were also constructed

by other authors [21, 22] with some differences in the bearing topology (like a radial

SMB), proving the technology feasibility. Here, a new PMB and SMB hybrid bearing

set was constructed to study the system dynamics. An illustration of the FESS concept,

including the bearing set (PMB and SMB), the electric motor/generator and inertial

mass is presented in Figure 2.

The SMB can be arranged in rotational [5] or in linear topologies [23] generally

designed for MagLev vehicles. The operational principle is the same, changing only

the movement direction. In the proposed bearing set, the SMB is essential to stabilize

the PMB. The SMB is composed of two parts: a PM array responsible to produce the

external field and High Temperature Superconductors (HTS). When a HTS is in the

presence of the field produced by the PM array, it will react to create a free rotational

movement without friction losses and it will have a stable levitation in all degrees of

freedom. In the designed prototype, the SMB is positioned at the bottom part of the

FESS, which is responsible to produce vertical and radial forces and stabilize the shaft

at the central position.

In previous works of the group [24, 25], the levitation force was quasi-statically

measured for the SMB operating alone, in other words, without the auxiliary PMB.

Some preliminary studies of the SMB and PMB dynamics were presented previously

[26, 27]. In the present paper, a deeper investigation of the bearing set for a flywheel

system is done. The static measurements of the PMB and the SMB working separately

and together are presented here. From these results the operation position of the bearing

set could be determined, and the dynamic operational experiments were done.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the FESS under development.

2. Methodology

2.1. Magnetic Bearing Set

The experimental set up for the magnetic bearing tests is presented schematically

in Figure 3. The focus of these tests is to obtain the magnetic forces. The bearings are

tested separately so that the contribution of each bearing is identified. The flywheel

shaft and motor presented in Figure 3 are not included in the test. Details of the

bearings design are presented in the sequence.

2.2. Permanent Magnet Bearing

The upper bearing is a permanent magnet one, and it consists of two rings of axially

oriented permanent magnets. This bearing has a very simple construction, since it is

composed by two concentric permanent magnet rings, as presented in Figure 4 and

Table 1. Some experimental and simulated preliminary results of this PMB, studied

without the SMB, were presented in [26, 27]. Some experiments of the static and

dynamic tests to characterize the lower passive magnetic bearing will be reported in the

results section.

2.3. Superconducting Magnetic Bearing

High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) need to be cooled under its critical

temperature to present the diamagnetic effect. Also, HTS bulks are doped with

impurities to avoid movement of the pined flux. In the SMB, the superconductor bulk
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Figure 3. Magnetic bearings test bench.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the PMB designed. The inner permanent magnet is the rotor

and the outer one is the stator.

cooling can be done by a cryocooler system or by a bath in liquid nitrogen LN2. Here

LN2 was used to cool down the HTS bulks in these experiments. The cooling position has

an important role for the operation of the SMB, since it will be responsible to guarantee

the stability of the bearing by the pined flux. When the HTS is cooled without any

external magnetic flux, the procedure is knows as zero field cooling (ZFC). In the case

of the SMB, the maximum axial force can be obtained, but the bearing has no radial
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Table 1. Permanent magnet bearing parameters.

Parameters Description Length (mm)

r1in Inner radius of inner ring 20

r1out Outer radius of inner ring 30

t1 Thickness of inner ring 5

r2in Inner radius of outer ring 35

r2out Outer radius of outer ring 45

t2 Thickness of outer ring 10

S Axial distance from geometric center of each magnet –

stability. This measurement is important to determine the maximum levitation force

that the SMB can produce. In the other hand, when the HTS is cooled in the presence

of the field produced by the magnetic rotor, in a process named as field cooling (FC),

the axial force obtained is smaller than in the ZFC case, but this bearing presents now

a radial restoring force and stable levitation.

The SMB prototype is composed by a magnetic rotor in a flux shaper configuration

(Figure 5-a and b) [24, 25] and eight Y1Ba2Cu3O7−δ superconductor (YBCO) bulks

enclosed in a static cryostat (Figure 5-c). The dimensions of each YBCO bulk are

67 × 32 × 14mm3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. SMB developed: (a) Dimensions of the SMB rotor (the arrows indicates the

magnetization); (b) Photo of the SMB rotor with permanent magnets and iron rings.
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2.4. Experimental Procedures and Test Bench

In order to measure the behaviour of the magnetic bearings, two experimental set

ups were designed. The test benches were constructed to obtain the quasi-static and

dynamic characteristic of the PMB and SMB operating alone and together. For both

tests a 6-axes load cell was used. It is able to measure forces and torques along three

perpendicular directions. An acquisition board was used to control the system and to

acquire the signal from the load cell. A description of each system is presented bellow.

2.4.1. Quasi-Static Measurement System

The first measurement system was designed to register the quasi-static forces of the

bearings. Figure 6 presents the test bench assembled with the SMB to apply a movement

along the radial (x) and axial (z) directions and measure the respective forces. This

system has two linear actuators, whose position is controlled by step motors. The system

was programmed to proceed the measurements applying discrete displacements of 1 mm

along the desired direction and, after the movement is completed, the system is stopped

during 1 second to acquire the forces. The mean value of the force along this time is

considered as the result for the respective position. This procedure is done in order to

let the transitory HTS flux creep effects pass. After that, other position step is applied

and the force is measured at the new position. This procedure is repeated for all the

desired positions.

Figure 6. Test bench for the quasi-static measurements in the SMB. Detail of the

SMB stator with 8 YBCO bulks installed in the base.

Both FC and ZFC tests have been performed for the quasi-static measurements. For
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the ZFC tests, the rotor and stator were taken apart 130 mm before the superconductive

material was cooled down below its critical temperature. After cooling down, the

magnetic rotor was moved in a quasi-static movement, first approximating rotor and

stator up to a gap of 2 mm and then moving them away to the cooling position. In the

sequence, rotor and stator were approximated again to the minimal gap. For the FC

measurements, several cooling positions were tested: 27 mm, 22 mm, 17 mm and 12

mm. The HTS were cooled in one of the tested cooling position, and the magnetic rotor

was approximated until a minimal gap of 2 mm was reached. After that, the rotor was

moved up to z= 130 mm. Then, they were approximated again until reach a minimal

gap of 2 mm.

Figure 7 presents the test bench assembled to measure the PMB forces. The

procedure applied to the SMB measurements was repeated here for the PMB. Axial and

radial displacements were applied to the PMB and the force was measured along both

directions. Those measurements define the bearings stability limits and they determine

the operational region. The bearing system was designed to allow a lateral and an axial

displacements of 5 mm and ± 4 mm, respectively.

Figure 7. Test bench for the quasi-static measurements in the PMB.

2.4.2. Dynamic Measurement System

Another test bench was designed to measure the dynamical behavior of the bearing

during its operation for the measurements in the SMB operating without the PMB, as

presented in Figure 8. The load cell was positioned in the SMB base, at the SMB static

part. For the tests of the SMB operating alone, the external permanent magnet of the

PMB is removed, but the internal one is kept into the shaft. However, for the dynamic
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measurements of both magnetic bearings operating together, the PMB is assembled like

the detail of Figure 3. The mass of the SMB rotor is 1.183 kg, while the shaft composed

by SMB rotor, PMB rotor and steel axis has 2.750 kg.

Figure 8. SMB with the vertical shaft during the dynamic measurements.

During the dynamical measurements, an external motor with a flexible axle is

temporarily coupled with the shaft, in order to accelerate it. After reach the desired

speed, the motor is removed and the system is lett to rotate freely. The speed and the

forces in the shaft are measured during the speed down time. This experiment is meant

for determining the resonance speeds that should be avoided during the operation of

the bearings.

3. Results and Discussion

This section presents the quasi-static and dynamic measurements made with the

PMB and the SMB operating alone and assembled together.

3.1. Permanent Magnet Bearing Quasi-Static Measurement

The PMBs have an intrinsically instability in one direction. The stability in the

system is achieved by the operation in combination with the SMB. As the system is

assembled vertically, the first measurements presented are the axial forces in order to

determine the equilibrium position and the operation region. It has been done by

PMB quasi-static measurements along the axial direction. In this system, the rotor

has no physical contact with the stator, so it can be moved in both radial and axial

directions. The PMB stator was fixed in the test bench (Figure 7). The rotor was first

displaced from the stator vertical center position. Besides, a radial displacement with

an amplitude of 5 mm was applied to every z position. During these z and ρ movements,

which followed the discrete increment described in section 2.4, the magnetic static forces

in each position was acquired. The results for the measured axial restoring forces are

presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Axial force results for the PMB, with axial displacement and radial

perturbation.

Proceeding in the same way, but first displacing the system in steps of 1 mm in

the radial direction, and later applying an axial excursion with 4 mm amplitude over

the z direction to every ρ position, the radial force results were obtained, as presented

in Figure 10. It can be observed that displacements along radial direction produces a

restoring force to bring the rotor to the central position. The z displacements here trend

to reduce the bearing radial stiffness.

 
z centered

�

z=+4 mm 

z=+4 mm 

z centered

Figure 10. Radial force results for the PMB, with radial displacement and axial

perturbation.

3.2. Superconducting Magnetic Bearing

3.2.1. Quasi-static Measurements
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This section presents the quasi-static force measurements for the SMB. Figure 11

shows the measured SMB axial forces during ZFC force measurements, whose

experimental procedures were described in section 2.4.1. The hysteresis presented a

strait loop, indicating that the HTS bulks used in the experiments have a good quality.

Figure 11 shows that the maximum axial force that SMB can produce at a 2 mm gap

is approximately 350 N.

Figure 11. SMB axial force results during ZFC measurements.

The FC axial force results are presented in Figure 12 for the following cooling height

z positions between the rotor and the YBCO bulks: 12, 17, 22 and 27 mm. The maximal

force at a gap of 2 mm, when a cooling height of z = 27 mm and z = 12 mm were made,

were respectively, 335 N and 300 N. Since the maximal decay in the vertical force was

2%, and a smaller cooling height can increase the radial force, it was decided to adopt

the cooling height of 12 mm for the bearing operation.

During a FC process, when the cooling height position is done with the SMB rotor

closer to the HTS, more flux is trapped in the superconductor. Two results can be

immediately observer in the SMB: smaller axial force and larger radial stiffness. This

result will also contribute to determine the cooling and operational positions. In order

to determine the radial stiffness, the radial SMB force was measured for a 5 mm rotor

lateral displacement, as presented in Figure 13. The stiffness obtained for the cooling

height of 12 mm and 27 mm are, 5.2 N/mm and 2.6 N/mm, respectively.

The FC axial force results (Figure 12) combined with the measurements of the

axial force in the PMB (Figure 9) will give the information of the operation position

determined for the bearing set. By these results, it was determined that the adopted

cooling position of the SMB is 12 mm, since the vertical force was reduced only 10 %

and the radial stiffness was the double than the 27 mm cooling height gap.

The SMB and PMB axial forces are superposed in Figure 14. The PMB equilibrium

position was displaced from z = 0 mm to 9 mm. As the SMB is intrinsically stable and

the PMB is not, the SMB stiffness magnitude must be slightly higher than the PMB in
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Figure 12. SMB axial force measurements during FC at different cooling height

positions.

Figure 13. SMB radial force measurements during FC at different cooling height

positions.

the operation region. The determined operation point is at z = 7 mm, allowing a ± 2

mm excursion.

Another configuration with 2 YBCO bulks arranged in the central position of

the SMB stator has also been tested. The quasi-static force results are presented in
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Figure 14. Axial force results of the SMB and the PMB operating together.

Figures 15 and 16 to show the behavior of axial and radial forces interaction due

to radial and axial displacements. These results were obtained for a cooling height

position of 20 mm. The axial force was measured for different air gaps and different

radial displacements. Small radial displacements (in the range of ± 10 mm) does not

have significant influence in the axial force, as can be observed in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Axial force measured due to axial displacement for different radial

displacements. The test was performed using only 2 YBCO bulks in the SMB stator.

Figure 16 shows that the hysteretic effect is smaller for higher gaps, like 20 mm. As

the magnetic rotor is moved in the direction of the SMB stator, the magnetic flux start

to be pumped inside the YBCO bulks. More field will penetrate in the HTS, resulting
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in an increment of the radial force for smaller radial displacements.

Figure 16. Radial force measured for different axial and radial displacements. The

test was performed with only 2 YBCO in the SMB stator.

3.2.2. Dynamic measurements

The dynamic measurements were made with the cooling height of 12 mm for the

system presented in Figure 8. In order to do the field cooling, a gap between the

superconductors and SMB rotor was initially established by fixing it in the stable

position of the PMB. After that, the superconductors are cooled with liquid nitrogen.

After the FC process, the rotor was accelerated to the speed of 2650 rpm with the help

of an external motor and was released to spin freely. The experiment was made for

situations: the SMB operating alone and the SMB + PMB. Figure 17 shows the speed

decay along the time for both assembled cases.

The radial and axial measured forces for the same experiment presented in Figure 17

are shown in Figures 18 and 19 for the SMB operating alone and for the SMB + PMB,

respectively. Figure 18 (a) presents the force measured in two perpendicular directions

x and y for the PMB operating alone, while Figure 18 (b) shows the axial force. In the

same way, Figure 19 (a) presents the force measured in the radial direction for the PMB

and SMB operating integrated, while Figure 19 (b) presents the axial force results.

The resonance frequencies observed in these results have an important role in the

speed decay observed in Figure 17. Between 170 and 180 s, there is a decay in the speed

from 1300 to 930 rpm in the PMB + SMB bearing system and a resonance frequency

can be clearly observe in Figure 19, by a higher amplitude of the measured forces. For

the case of the SMB operating alone, between 720 and 795 s there is a decay in the speed

from 580 to 330 rpm, and a higher amplitude of the measured forces were observed in
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Figure 18. Measured forces for the SMB operating alone: (a) along the radial

direction (b) along the axial direction.

Figure 18.

Figures 18 and 19 show clearly the passage through the resonance frequencies,

which produces the speed decay observed in Figure 17. About the SMB operating

alone, it presented three resonance speeds ranges, at: 350 to 580 rpm , 900 to 950

rpm and 1200 and 1300 rpm. Another resonance was observed approximately at 725
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Figure 19. Measured forces for the SMB and PMB operating integrated: (a) along

the radial direction (b) along the axial direction.

rpm. The radial and axial forces of the PMB + SMB show four resonance speeds, at:

660 to 780 rpm, 930 to 1300 rpm, 1600 to 1700 rpm and 2000 to 2200 rpm. As the

bearings operating together increased the resonance speed, and the system was tested

only in this range, it produced the fast reduction of the speed in the bearing set than

for the SMB operating alone. The first explanation considered here for this was the non

homogeneity magnetization of the permanent magnets. Hall probe mapping were made

in the PM and non perceptive problems in magnetization of the magnets were found.

Other possible problem in the PMB is the bad alignment of the permanent magnets.

If the axis of the permanent magnets rings used in the PMB are not perfectly aligned,

a non homogeneous field would induce currents, producing a continuous decay of the

speed, but it does not seem to be the case here. A deeper investigation of the system

need to be done for higher speeds.

4. Conclusions

A passive magnetic bearing set up was presented, assembled with a Permanent

Magnet Bearing (PMB) on the top and a Superconducting Magnetic Bearing (SMB)

on the bottom. The bearings have been independently measured for quasi-static results

and operated together for dynamic tests. The results of quasi-static force measurements

helped to determine the stable region to be adopted during the operation of the system.

Radial PMB are intrinsically unstable, and here its axial stability was achieved by

the operation in combination with the SMB. The PMB has shown radial stability for
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small radial and axial displacements. The PMB presented an axial stiffness of 20 N/mm

with almost a linear behavior for small axial displacement. The axial force of the SMB

increases with almost an exponential rate with the axial position.

For the complete implementation of passive magnetic bearings system, the SMB

seems to be a good option, since it presents a similar radial force behavior to that of the

bearing set. Moreover, the axial force is reduced but stiffness is bigger that presented

by the bearing set.

Dynamic results presented a faster decay of the speed for the PMB+SMB than the

one observed for the SMB operating alone. This result was attributed to an increment

in the resonance speed of the bearing set. A future investigation need to be done after

the introduction of the flywheel and the motor/generator in order to study the new

dynamics with the complete system.
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